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Experimental Mathodology

Comparing –y2ln(y) (red) to y-y2 and y2-y4

1. Gaining insight and intuition

2. Discovering new relationships

3. Visualizing math principles

4. Testing and especially falsifying 
conjectures

5. Exploring a possible result to see 
if  it merits formal proof

6. Suggesting approaches for 
formal proof

7. Computing replacing lengthy 
hand derivations

8. Confirming analytically derived 
results

Science News 
2004



This picture is worth 100,000 ENIACs



NERSC’s 6000 cpu Seaborg in 2004 (10Tflops/sec)              
- we need new software paradigms for `bigga-scale’ hardware

Mathematical Immersive Reality
in VancouverThe present



Chip
(2 processors)

Compute Card
(2 chips, 2x1x1)

Node Board
(32 chips, 4x4x2)

16 Compute Cards

System
(64 cabinets, 64x32x32)

Cabinet
(32 Node boards, 8x8x16)

2.8/5.6 GF/s
4 MB

5.6/11.2 GF/s
0.5 GB DDR

90/180 GF/s
8 GB DDR

2.9/5.7 TF/s
256 GB DDR

180/360 TF/s
16 TB DDR

217 cpu’s
• has now run Linpack benchmark 
• at over 120 Tflop/s

IBM BlueGene/L system at LLNL



Caveman 
Geometry



Are few and far between

• Four Colour Theorem (1976,1997)

• Kepler’s problem (Hales, 2004-10)
– next slide

• Nonexistence of Projective Plane of Order 10
– 102+10+1 lines and points on each other (n+1 fold)

• 2000 Cray hrs in 1990 
• next similar case:18 needs1012 hours?

• Fermat’s Last Theorem (Wiles 1993, 1994)
– By contrast, any counterexample was too big to find (1985)

Grand Challenges in Mathematics (CISE 2000)

Fano plane 
of order 2



An Inadmissible Two-Colouring



Formal Proof theory (code validation) has received an 
unexpected boost: automated proofs may now exist of the 
Four Color Theorem and Prime Number Theorem  

• COQ: When is a proof a proof ? Economist, April 2005

• Kepler's conjecture: the densest way 
to stack spheres is in a pyramid
– oldest problem in discrete geometry
– most interesting recent example of 

computer assisted proof
– published in Annals of Mathematics with 

an ``only 99% checked'' disclaimer
– Many varied reactions. In Math, Computers 

Don't Lie. Or Do They? (NYT,  6/4/04) 

• Famous earlier examples: Four Color 
Theorem and Non-existence of a 
Projective Plane of Order 10. 
– the three raise quite distinct questions -

both real and  specious
– as does status of classification of Finite 

Simple Groups 





My intention is to show a variety of 
mathematical uses of high performance 
computing and communicating as part of 

Experimental Inductive Mathematics

“Elsewhere Kronecker said  ``In mathematics, I recognize true scientific 
value only in concrete mathematical truths, or to put it more pointedly, 
only in mathematical formulas." ... I would rather say ``computations"  

than ``formulas", but my view is essentially the same.”

Harold Edwards, Essays in Constructive Mathematics, 2004

AMS Notices 
Cover Article

Our web site:

www.experimentalmath.info
contains all links and references 

5 SMART Touch-sensitive Interwoven Screens

http://www.experimentalmath.info/


May 2005 
AMS Notices Cover



East meets West: Collaboration goes National
Welcome to D-DRIVE whose mandate is to study and 
develop resources specific to distributed research in the 

sciences with first client groups being the following communities

• High Performance Computing 
• Mathematical and Computational Science Research 
• Science Outreach

Educational 
Research



The 2,500 square 
metre IRMACS 
research centre

The building is a 
also a 190cpu G5 
Grid

At the official  April 
opening, I gave one 
of the four 
presentations from 
D-DRIVE

Trans-Canada Seminar Thursdays  

PST 11.30 MST 12.30 AST 3.30



The present



Various visual examplesvisual examples follow
Roots of `1/-1’ polynomials
Ramanujan’s fraction
Sparsity and Pseudospectra 

AK Peters, 2004
(CD in press)

An unusual Mandelbrot 
parameterization

Mathematical Data Mining



2002: http://klein.math.okstate.edu/IndrasPearls/

IndraIndra’’ss PearlsPearls
A merging of 19th

and 21st Centuries

http://klein.math.okstate.edu/IndrasPearls/


Striking fractal patterns formed by plotting  complex zeros for all 
polynomials in powers of x with coefficients 1 and -1 to degree 18 

Coloration is by sensitivity of polynomials to slight variation around the 
values of the zeros. The color scale represents a normalized sensitivity to 
the range of values; red is insensitive to violet which is strongly sensitive. 

• All zeros are pictured (at 3600 dpi) 
• Figure 1b is colored by their local density
• Figure 1d shows sensitivity relative to the x9 term
• The white and orange striations are not understood

A wide variety of patterns and features become visible,  leading
researchers to totally unexpected mathematical results

Roots of Zeros

What you draw is
what you see

(visible patterns in 
number theory)

"The idea that we could make biology mathematical, I think, perhaps is not 
working, but what is happening, strangely enough, is that maybe mathematics 
will become biological!" Greg Chaitin, Interview, 2000.

http://www.cs.umaine.edu/%7Echaitin/cdg.html


The TIFF on THREE SCALESThe TIFF on THREE SCALES

Pictures are more democratic 
but they come from formulae



Roots in the most stable Roots in the most stable colouringcolouring



Ramanujan’s
Arithmetic-Geometric 

Continued fraction (CF) The domain of 
convergence

A cardioid

For a,b>0 the CF satisfies a lovely symmetrization

Computing directly was too hard even just 4 places of 

We wished to know for which a/b in C this all held
The scatterplot revealed a precise cardioid

where r=a/b. 
which discovery it remained to prove?

r2 - 2r{2 - cos(θ)} + 1 = 0



FRACTAL of a  
Modular Inequality

related to Ramanujan’s  
continued fraction 

took several hours to print
Crandall/Apple has parallel 

print mode

I only roughly understand the self-similarity

plots in disk• black exceeds 1• lighter is lower



Mathematics and the aesthetic  
Modern approaches to an ancient affinity 

(CMS-Springer, 2005)

Why should I refuse a good 
dinner simply because I 

don't understand the 
digestive processes 

involved?

Oliver Heaviside
(1850 - 1925)

when criticized for his 
daring use of operators

before they could be 
justified formally



Ramanujan’s
Arithmetic-Geometric 

Continued fraction

3. Normalized by
sqrt(n)

3. Attractors. Normalizing
by n1/2 three cases appear

1. The Blackbox

2.   Seeing
convergence



‘Large’ (105 to 108)  Matrices must  be seen
sparsity and its preservation
conditioning and ill-conditioning

eigenvalues 
singular values (helping Google work)

Gaussian elimination of random sparse (10%-15%)  matrices

Pseudospectra or Stabilizing Eigenvalues

Pseudospectrum of a banded matrix 

The ε-pseudospectrum of A
is:

A dense inverse

for ε = 0 we recover the eigenvalues

full pseudospectrum carries much more information

A dense inverse

http://web.comlab.ox.ac.uk/projects/pseudospectra



An Early Use of Pseudospectra  (Landau, 1977)

An infinite dimensional integral equation in laser theory
discretized to a matrix of dimension 600
projected onto a well chosen invariant subspace of dimension 109

ε =10t



Rob Rob SchareinScharein’’ss KnotPlotKnotPlot







Components include
AccessGrid
UCLP for 

haptics
learning objects
visualization

Grid Computing

Advanced Networking …



Haptics in the MLP
Haptic Devices extend the world of I/O into the 

tangible and tactile

Sensable’s Phantom Omni

We aim to link multiple devices 
together such that two or more 
users may interact at a distance
• in Museums and elsewhere

• Kinesiology, HCI ….



And what they do

Force feedback informs the 
user of his virtual 
environment adding an 
increased depth to human 
computer interaction

The user feels the contours of 
the virtual die via resistance 
from the arm of the device



Visual Representation of 
Automatic Code Parallelization
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Example (MAA, April 2005). Prove that 

Proof.  Purely qualitative analysis with partial fractions and 
arctans shows integral is π β where β is algebraic of degree much
less than 100 ( actually 6), length much less than 100,000,000.

With P(x)=x-1 (D=1,L=2, d=6, L=?), this means checking the 
identity to 100 places is plenty PROOF: 

A fully symbolic Maple proof followed. QED

Suppose we know that 1<α<10 and that α is an integer
- computing α to 1 significant place with a certificate will       

prove the value of α. Euclid’s method is basic to such ideas.

Likewise, suppose we know α is algebraic of degree d and length l
(coefficient sum  in absolute value)

If P is polynomial of degree D & length L EITHER P(α) = 0 OR

A WARMUPWARMUP Computational Proof



Fast  High Precision Numeric Computation              
(and Quadrature)

Parallel derivative free 
optimization in Maple

Other useful tools : Parallel Maple
• Sloane’s online sequence database
• Salvy and Zimmerman’s generating 

function package ‘gfun’
• Automatic identity proving: Wilf-

Zeilberger method for hypergeometric 
functions

Central to my work - with Dave Bailey -
meshed with visualization, randomized checks,       
many web interfaces and

Massive (serial) Symbolic Computation
- Automatic differentiation code

Integer Relation Methods
Inverse Symbolic Computation



Maple on SFU 192 cpu `bugaboo’ cluster
- different node sets are in different colors



Integrated real time use

An Exemplary Database

- moderated 

- 100,000 entries 

- grows daily

- AP book had 5,000



Multiplication
Karatsuba multiplication (200 digits +) or Fast Fourier Transform 

(FFT)
in ranges from 100 to 1,000,000,000,000 digits

• The other operations
via Newton’s method

• Elementary and special functions
via Elliptic integrals and  Gauss AGM 

For example:

Karatsuba 
replaces one 

‘times’ by 
many ‘plus’

FFT multiplication of multi-billion digit numbers reduces centuries 
to minutes. Trillions must be done with Karatsuba!

Fast Arithmetic                         
(Complexity Reduction in Action)



1. Doubles precision at each step
Newton is self correcting and 

quadratically convergent
2. Consequences for work needed:

division = 4 x mult: 1/x = A

sqrt = 6 x mult: 1/x2 = A 

Newton’s Method
for

Elementary Operations 
and Functions

3. For the logarithm we approximate by elliptic integrals 
(AGM) which admit quadratic transformations: near zero

4. We use Newton to obtain the complex exponential

hence all elementary functions are fast computable

Initial estimate

Newton’s arcsin

Now multiply by A
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An Immediate Use

To see if α is algebraic of degree N, consider  (1,α,α2,…,αN)

Integer Relation 
Methods





• The proofs use Groebner basis techniques

• Another useful part of the HPM toolkit



2005. Bailey, Bradley  
& JMB discovered and 

proved - in Maple -
three equivalent

binomial identities

3. was easily computer proven
(Wilf-Zeilberger)

1. via PSLQ to 50,000 digits(250 terms)

PSLQ and Zeta

Riemann 
(1826-66)

Euler 
(1707-73)

3

1

2

2. reduced as hoped



Wilf-Zeilberger Algorithm
is a form of automated telescoping: 

AMS Steele Research Prize winner. In Maple 9.5 set:



If this were a philosophy talk I should discuss the following two 
quotes and defend our philosophy of  mathematics:

Abstract of the futureAbstract of the future We show in a certain precise sense 
that the Goldbach Conjecture is true with probability 
larger than 0.99999 and that its complete truth could be 
determined with a budget of 10 billion.

“It is a waste of money to get absolute certainty, unless the 
conjectured identity in question is known to imply the 
Riemann Hypothesis.”

Doron Zeilberger, 1993

Goldbach: every even number (>2) is a sum of two primes?

So we will look at the Riemann Hypothesis …

“Secure Mathematical 
Knowledge”



Uber die Anzahl der Primzahlen unter einer Gegebenen Grosse 

On the number of primes less than a given quantity Riemann’s six page 1859
‘Paper of the Millennium’?

Euler’s product makes the key linkbetweenprimes and ζ

RH is so 
important 

because it  
yields precise 

results on 
distribution and 

behaviour of 
primes



The Modulus of Zeta and the Riemann 
Hypothesis (A Millennium Problem)

The imaginary parts 
of first 4 zeroes are:

14.134725142 
21.022039639 

25.010857580 
30.424876126

The first 1.5 billion 
are on the critical line

Yet at  1022 the “Law 
of small numbers”
still rules (Odlyzko)

‘All non-real zeros have real part one-half’
(The Riemann Hypothesis)

Note the monotonicity of  x → |ζ(x+iy)| is
equivalent to RH (discovered in a Calgary class in 

2002 by Zvengrowski and Saidak)



PSLQ and Hex Digits of Pi

My brother made the observation that this log formula
allows one to compute binary digits of log 2 without

knowing the previous ones! (a BBP formula)

which Maple, Mathematica and humans can easily prove.

A triumph for “reverse engineered mathematics” - algorithm design

No such formula exists base-ten (provably)

Bailey, Plouffe and he hunted for such a formula for Pi.  Three 
months later the computer - doing bootstrapped PSLQ hunts -
returned:

- this reduced to



J Borwein 
Abacus User and 
Computer Racer

P Borwein Grid 
User

D Borwein Slide 
Rule User

The pre-designed Algorithm ran the next day

T. Borwein  
Game Player



Undergraduate 
Colin Percival’s
grid computation 

PiHex rivaled
Finding Nemo

1999 on 1736 PCS       

in   56 countries 

using 1.2 million 

Pentium2 cpu-hours

Percival 2004



Bailey and Crandall observed that BBP numbers most probably are normal
and make it precise with a hypothesis on the behaviour of a dynamical 
system. 
• For example Pi is normal in  Hexadecimal if the iteration below, starting at 
zero, is uniformly distributed in [0,1]

PSLQ and Normality of Digits

We have checked that this gives first million hex-digits of  Pi. 

Is this always the case?  The weak Law of Large Numbers implies 
this is very probably true!

Consider the hex digit  stream:



A random walk on a 
million digits of Pi

These equations specify an algebraic number:   

1/π ≈ a20

This fourth order 
algorithm was 

used on all big-π
computations from 

1986 to 2001

Pi to 1.5 trillion 
places in 20 steps
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Inverse Symbolic Computation
“Inferring symbolic structure from numerical data”
Mixes large table lookup, integer relation methods and 

intelligent preprocessing – needs micro-parallelism
It faces the “curse of exponentiality”

Implemented as identify in Maple and
Recognize in Mathematica

identify(sqrt(2.)+sqrt(3.))

An Inverse and a Color 
Calculator

Input of π



A guided proof 
followed on 

asking why
Maple could 
compute the 

answer so fast.

The answer is 
Lambert’s W
which solves

W exp(W)  = x

Knuth’s Problem – we can know the answer first

W’s Riemann
surface

† ISC is shown  on next slide

* ARGUABLY WE ARE DONE



ENTERING

‘Simple Lookup’ fails; 
‘Smart Look up’ gives:

evalf(Sum(k^k/k!/exp(k)-1/sqrt(2*Pi*k),k=1..infinity),16)

= K



A numerically 
challenging integral

But π/8 is

while the integral is

A careful tanh-sinh quadrature proves this     
difference after 43 correct digits

Fourier analysis explains this as happening 
when a hyperplane meets a hypercube

Quadrature I.  Pi/8?

Before and After



Quadrature II.  Hyperbolic Knots

(@)

(@)

20,000

We have certain 

knowledge without 

proof

Easiest of 998 empirical results linking 
physics/topology (LHS)  to number theory 
(RHS). [JMB-Broadhurst]



Expected and unexpected scientific spinoffs
• 1986-1996. Cray  used quartic-Pi to check  machines in factory
• 1986. Complex FFT sped up by factor of two
• 2002. Kanada used hex-pi (20hrs not 300hrs to check computation)
• 2005. Virginia Tech (this integral pushed the limits)
• 1995- Math Resources (next overhead)

Ш. The integral was split  at the nasty interior singularity
Ш. The sum was `easy’.
Ш. All fast arithmetic & function evaluation ideas used

Extreme Quadrature …
20,000 Digits (50 Certified) 

on 1024 CPUs

Run-times and speedup ratios  on  the Virginia Tech G5 Cluster

Perko knots 10162 and 10163
agree:  a dynamic proof
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Remote Visualization via 
Access Grid

• The touch sensitive 
interactive D-DRIVE

• An Immersive ‘Cave’
Polyhedra

• and the 3D GeoWall

The future is here… … just not uniformly



ACEnet completes the
Pan Canadian Consortia

a. ACENet and HPC@DAL

Dalhousie’s role
will be in

collaboration,
visualization, and

large data-set
storage



b. Advanced Knowledge Management

Diverse partners include
International Mathematical Union
CMS 
Symantec and IBM

Projects include
• PSL
• FWDM (IMU)
• CiteSeer



These include
• AccessGrid
• UCLP for 

• visualization
• learning objects
• haptics

c. Advanced Networking …



Haptics in the MLP
Haptic Devices extend the world of I/O into the tangible 

and tactile

Sensable’s Phantom Omni

We aim to link multiple devices 
together such that two or more 
users may interact at a distance
• in Museums and elsewhere



What  these Haptic devices do

• Force feedback informs the 
user of his virtual 
environment adding an 
increased depth to human 
computer interaction

• The user feels the contours 
of the virtual die via 
resistance from the arm of 
the device



d. Access Grid, AGATE and Apple 

First 25 teachers identified





MITACS – MRI       
putting high end science  

on a hand held

e. University – Industry links



MRI’s First Product in Mid-nineties  

►Built on Harper Collins dictionary
- an IP adventure!

► Maple inside the MathResource

► Data base now in Maple 9.5

►CONVERGENCE?





Any blue is a hyperlink

Any green opens a 
reusable Maple window 
with initial parameters set

Allows exploration with 
no learning curve



MRI Graphing Calculator
& Robert Morris College

“The learning curve for the MRI 
Graphing Calculator is very very short.”

“Just the fact that a handheld computer 
displays color is huge.”

Building on products such as:

Ed Clark, an instructor at Robert Morris College, 
has been using the MRI Graphing Calculator 
with his students.  Ed says:



Graphing in Color

Traditional 
Graphing Calculator

MRI Graphing Calculator



Learning Curve

Sample 
Data



A selection of appropriate  
virtual manipulables









Anaglyphs: 3-D for $19.99 …
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ENGINES OF DISCOVERY: 
The 21st Century Revolution

The Long Range Plan for High Performance Computing in Canada

CONCLUSION



The LRP tells a Story

• The Story

• Executive 
Summary

• Main Chapters
– Technology
– Operations
– HQP 
– Budget

• 25 Case 
Studies

– many 
sidebars



The backbone 
that makes so 
much of our 

individual science 
possible



J.M. Borwein and D.H. Bailey, Mathematics by Experiment: 
Plausible Reasoning in the 21st Century A.K. Peters, 2003.

J.M. Borwein, D.H. Bailey and R. Girgensohn, 
Experimentation in Mathematics: Computational Paths to 
Discovery, A.K. Peters, 2004.

D.H. Bailey and J.M Borwein, "Experimental Mathematics: 
Examples, Methods and Implications," Notices Amer. Math. 
Soc., 52 No. 5 (2005), 502-514. 

“The object of mathematical rigor is to sanction and legitimize the 
conquests of intuition, and there was never any other object for it.”

• J. Hadamard quoted at length in E. Borel, Lecons sur la theorie
des fonctions, 1928.
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